
       
         

Dear Commissioner Borg!

I am worried. The diversity of crop plants is at the very 
basis of our civilization, and now endangered by the new 
EU seed regulation!

Today, I am sending you precious freely propagated seeds. 
I really hope that my concerns fall on fertile ground:

Please take back the current proposal on the EU seed 
regulation. It needs profound enhancement.  
Bureaucracy and industry standards must not ban diversity 
from the market, and the free exchange of seeds must 
remain possible, to protect diversity, the freedom of choice 
and farmers´ rights.

Thank you! Sincerely yours

name

address / email address
The sachet
contains
seeds of







Bitte senden Sie Ihre Säckchen an:

BERL 11/112
Dr. Tonio Borg
European Commission
Rue de la Loi 200
BE-1049 Bruxelles
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